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THE LYRICAL ABSTRACT PAINTING BY TIRIL BENTON 
 
In the abstract paintings by British-born painter  
Tiril Benton, full of strong primary colours and  
softened by a varied yet chromatically-decisive  
palette, an ‘Essence’ of the Spirit is either  
implied or referred to. Each work is strongly  
charged with pathos, which has been emotionally  
intuited through Tiril’s fertile inspiration of an  
‘enlightened’ moment and this is bestowed on each  
sign, colour and gesture, thereby allowing the viewer  
to perceive the work’s transcendental nature.  
 
 
 
Upon observing Tiril’s paintings or works on paper or board - of varied dimensions - immediately 
one thinks of some of the major European artistic movements or trends of the second half of 
the twentieth century, (despite the fact that the artist has lived for many years in the United 
States) such as Art Informel, Abstract Expressionism, but above all, Lyrical Abstraction. The 
latter was defined as such by the critic, Pierre Restany and applied by the painter Georges 
Mathieu to distinguish the emotional expressions and gestures of the European Informel from 
American action painting and in particular, from Pollock, and also as an alternative to the dense 
matter painting. Tiril identifies with this European informel and is a far cry both emotionally and 
sentimentally from the colder geometry of the early twentieth century historic Abstraction. 
 

   
 
The clearly informel aspect of Tiril Benton’s artistic expression allows it to qualify as - coining a 
term used by Venturi – abstract-concrete, where the term “concrete” corresponds to figurative 
art, but an emotional figuration. On the contrary to Mathieu and the way he worked by adding 
an impulsive gesture to a monochrome background, or to Rothko, who generally juxtaposed 
two or more monochromatic backgrounds to make us imagine real spaces, we see that in some 
of Tiril’s works (particularly those on paper) the primary and emotionally strong colours are 
diluted to dissolve in a varied and gradual manner into stained tones, where human states of 
mind materialize like dreamlike visions. From the pure assonance of a chromatic vision without 
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references to the external world, as we see in the primitive experience of early 20th century 
abstractionism, Tiril adds a gestural and sign-like vehemence of strong sensations, almost like 
a photograph or x-ray of human passions, as they were personified in the ancient world in the 
form of the various gods. 
 

 
 
Vedova-like forms and gestures emerge vibrantly and dynamically upwards from Klein blue or 
off-white backgrounds (like a palimpsest or like the faded or worn-out 'walls' of the soul), which 
light up with flashes of deep red, black and gold (the colour of the Divine), like cuts into hermetic 
light. Existential turbulences appear from the blue, yellow, black or purple shades, deep uni-
verses, inner galaxies and astral worlds open up and sense that Everything is within us. The 
sometimes sinusoidal brushstroke is a symbolic reference to the waves and thus to water and 
the sea, which here is the cosmic zodiacal sea of Life and, in a certain sense, the primordial 
sea. There is a clear conceptual connection with the monochromes of the 20th century avant-
gardes where the elimination of painting in the traditional sense symbolised the restarting from 
Nothing that already contained Everything. Yet Tiril, with inflected signs of a gestural wave, 
goes beyond this modern art, by aspiring to reach new emotional universes of Michelange-
lesque torment and ecstasy. 
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Colour as pure and absolute emotion, heavens of the mind and the spirit, emotiveness that 
becomes a concrete expression through the harmonious palette that creates depth, fugues, 
adages or movements, as in a majestic orchestration of music that expands in time and space 
beyond the canvas or paper. 
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